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Short Gamma-Ray Bursts

Short GRBs: duration of prompt emission < 2 s 
Long GRBs: duration of prompt emission > 2 s  (Kouveliotou+1993) 

BATSE Catalog

prompt emission 

• ~ 30 years ago, it was postulated that GRBs could originate  
from binary mergers involving NSs (e.g., Eichler+1989, Narayan+1992)



Binary neutron star merger

Gravitational waves Short GRBs



The Progenitor - Binary Neutron Star Merger

NASA/AEI/ZIB/M. Koppitz and L. Rezzolla
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 GRB afterglow: 
Radio … gamma-rays



The amazing NS merger GW170817

Prompt emission duration of ~1s

LIGO/Virgo & Fermi



The amazing NS merger GW170817

Prompt emission duration of ~1s

Months: Afterglow emission 
e.g., Margutti+(2017)

LIGO/Virgo & Fermi

Days: Thermal “kilonova” emission



Peculiar Properties of GRB 170817A

• Closest sGRB detected yet (~40 Mpc), but ~103 -104 times 
less luminous than typical sGRBs (e.g., Fong +2017, LIGO/Virgo +2017).

• Afterglow emission showed a shallow (         ) rise for ~150 
days.

/ t0.8
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Structured jet:
On-Axis vs. Off-Axis Observers

𝜽obs
⇠ 2
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Since the jet is initially ultra-relativistic,
the prompt and early afterglow emission 
is beamed along the direction of the jet

narrow beaming cone
(dominates emission for on-axis observers)

 wider beaming cone 
 (dominates early emission for off-axis observers)



• The shallow rise in the afterglow can be explained by a structured jet 
viewed off-axis (e.g., Alexander+2018, Margutti+2018) 

• A coincident GW trigger and proximity of a LIGO/Virgo can increase 
the chances of detecting and identifying the prompt emission of 
structured jets for off-axis observers (e.g., Kathirgamaraju+2017, Lazzati+2017).

Structured Jet Interpretation of GRB 170817A

• Observation of superluminal motion provides strong evidence for a 
structured jet in GRB 170817A (Mooley +2018). 

Alexander +(2018)

βapp ≈ 4

Mooley +(2018)



How is the Jet Structure Obtained?

• We want to eliminate initial assumptions made about the jet structure 
in the modeling. 

• Utilize 3D general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) 
simulations of a post-merger system, starting at the central engine. 



Initial Setup of Post-Merger System

Magnetized torus 
(0.033 M☉)

BH (a=0.8, 3 M☉)



Magnetized torus 
(0.033 M☉)

BH (a=0.8, 3 M☉)

Disk winds

Jet

Simulations of the Post-Merger System

Fernández+(2018), Kathirgamaraju+(2018)



Extracting Jet Structure

• Measure the average Lorentz factor and energy of the jet (averaged 
over azimuthal angle) flowing through a surface of fixed radius. 

Energy includes the EM, kinetic and thermal components. 

 Kathirgamaraju+(2018)



Prompt Emission Profile

• Calculate how the total observed luminosity of the prompt emission 
is distributed vs. observing angle. 
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• Prompt emission is 103 -104 times fainter for observers between 
    ~20°- 30° (compared to on-axis observers). 

 Kathirgamaraju+(2018)

Emission is  
103 -104 times 

fainter}



Future detections GW + prompt gamma-rays 

Beniamini+ 2019

The LIGO NS merger rate and the sGRB rates imply that 
i) a large fraction of mergers have successful jets
ii) the jet core opening angle is ~3°- 5°  
iii) only ~1-10% of the GW NS mergers will have GRB detection 

Successful short GRB jets 9

Figure 3. Distances and observation angles for mergers detected in GW
alone (yellow circles) and for mergers with joint GW and �-ray detec-
tions (red crosses). We present the distribution with a detection horizon
of 107Mpc (top), corresponding to the effective detection horizon for
GW170817 or 220Mpc (bottom), suitable for future events. The inferred
values for GRB170817 are shown with a blue symbol. The maximum dis-
tance at which it could have been observed in �-rays is depicted by the
vertical dashed line. Results are shown for a SJPL model with ✓0 = 0.1
and � = 4.5.

evolves smoothly to the cooling signal described below. The exact
temporal evolution depends on the velocity distribution of the mate-
rial behind the break-out shell. Using the parameterization adopted
above, we get L / ⌘(t)t�2 (this can be shown by comparing equa-
tion 14 with equation 16 below) where ⌘(tpeak) ⌘ ⌘br ⌧ 1 and at
later times ⌘(t) depends on the shock profile (eventually reaching
⌘(tthin) = 1).

The cocoon ejecta cools due to adiabatic energy losses until
it becomes optically thin and the remaining energy Ecool < ETh

is radiated away. This will happen when the time-scale for the dif-
fusion of photons from the cocoon becomes comparable to the dy-
namical timescale. At this point, the cocoon radius is vtthin and the
energy Ecool is given by:

Ecool = ETh
tpeak

tthin
= (15)

(
6⇥ 1045E1/2

50 v3/2.5 te,.3
�1/2
0.1 erg Ecr 6 Ej 6 30Ecr

9⇥1042E�1
50 v3/2.5 ✓30,.1te,.3

�1/2
0.1 erg Ej > 30Ecr,

Table 2. Expected number of NS mergers detectable in GWs in the case of:
no Fermi/GBM detection, an on-axis GRB detection, and an off-axis GRB
detection. The numbers (with their 1� statistical errors (Gehrels 1986)) are
obtained from our simulations for a limiting distance of 220 Mpc and a ten-
year period, assuming a merger rate Rmerg = 1540 Gpc�3 yr�1. For the
assumed parameters, ⇠ 192 NS mergers are expected.

Model parameters Fermi undetected on-axis off-axis

PL � = 3, ✓0 = 0.05 180.8± 13.4 < 1.8 9.6+3.5
�3.5

PL � = 4.5, ✓0 = 0.1 178.9± 13.4 1.1+2.1
�1.0 11.5+3.9

�3.8

PL � = 5.5, ✓0 = 0.1 182.7± 13.5 1.1+2.1
�1.0 7.7+3.1

�3.3

PL � = 10, ✓0 = 0.1 177.0± 13.3 5.8+2.6
�2.9 9.6+3.5

�3.5

GS ✓0 = 0.05 188.5± 13.7 < 1.8 3.8+2.1
�2.5

GS ✓0 = 0.1 178.9± 13.4 1.5+1.8
�1.4 11.5+3.9

�3.8

GS ✓0 = 0.2 146.2± 12.2 5.8+2.6
�2.9 38.5+6.7

�6.6

CL ⌘br=10�3, ✓0 = 0.05 190.4± 13.8 < 1.8 < 1.8

CL ⌘br=10�3, ✓0 = 0.1 190.4± 13.8 1.1+2.1
�1.0 1.0+2.3

�0.8

CL ⌘br=10�3/2, ✓0 = 0.1 188.5± 13.7 1.1+2.1
�1.0 1.9+1.4

�1.7

CL ⌘br=10�3, ✓0 = 0.2 184.6± 13.6 5.8+2.6
�2.9 1.9+1.4

�1.7

where te,.3 ⌘ te/0.3 s. This energy is radiated away on a time-
scale of tthin. The cooling luminosity associated with this phase is
then given by:

Lcool =
Ecool
tthin

= (16)
⇢
4⇥ 1042v3.5te,.3

�1
0.1 erg s�1 Ecr 6 Ej 6 30Ecr

3⇥1040E�1
50 v3.5✓

2
0,.1te,.3

�1
0.1 erg s�1 Ej > 30Ecr.

Notice that the cooling luminosity is very sensitive to the velocity
of the outflow (Lcool / v3). Since this radiation is fully thermal-
ized, and originates from a radius of vtthin, we can estimate its
black body temperature as:

TTh =

✓
Lcool

4⇡�v2t2thin

◆1/4

= (17)
(

5⇥ 104E�1/4
50 v.5t

1/4
e,.3

�1/2
0.1 K Ecr 6 Ej 6 30Ecr

4⇥104E�1/4
50 v.5t

1/4
e,.3

�1/2
0.1 K Ej > 30Ecr.

Therefore we expect the cooling emission from the cocoon to peak
at the UV band (see also Nakar & Piran 2017). For a limiting Swift-
UVOT B band flux of ⇠ 5 ⇥ 10�3mJy in 1000 s (Gehrels 2004),
and v = 0.5c the derived luminosities from equation (16) imply
that this emission should be detectable for future NS merger events
up to ⇠ 900 Mpc if Ecr 6 Ej 6 30Ecr and up to ⇠ 80 Mpc
if Ej > 30Ecr. This of course, is provided that these events can
be localized rapidly enough, in time to catch this signal (see also
equation (13)). This can be a challenging prospect. As an example,
the EM counterpart of GW170817, was only first detected 0.5 days
after the GW detection (Coulter et al. 2017).

5 DISCUSSION

The first discovery of GW from a NS merger allowed us to sig-
nificantly improve our understanding of sGRB jets. Assuming all
sGRBs arise from NS-NS (or NS-BH) mergers, the intrinsic rate of
sGRBs should be at most comparable to the merger rate inferred
by advanced LIGO/Virgo. This implies that if sGRB jets have a

c� 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000



• Calculate the synchrotron emission from a forward shock 
propagating in an external medium of uniform density (e.g., Sari+1999). 

• The initial structure of the blast wave is taken to be the same as that 
of the jet. 

• Particles in forward shock accelerated into a power law dN/d𝛾 ∝ 𝛾 -p  

• We use p=2.17 as indicated by multi-band observations of GRB 
170817A afterglow (Margutti+2018)

Afterglow of the Structured Jet

(Margutti +2018)



⇠ 2
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Structured Jet Afterglow for Off-Axis Observers

Initially see edge of jet

Eventually see core of jet



Afterglow of GRB 170817A
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 Kathirgamaraju+(2018)

Data points from Margutti+(2018), Alexander+(2018)

Ej ≈5x1050 erg, 𝜽obs =30°



Viewing angle of GRB 170817A

• The larger the viewing angle, the steeper the rise of the afterglow, 
constraining the observing angle at ~30°. 

GRB 170817A afterglow (3 GHz) θobs=27°

θobs=30°

θobs=33°
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The Kilonova AT2017gfo

Non-thermal: kilonova afterglow?

Thermal: powered by radioactive decay 



• Modeling KN emission indicates ejecta with E ≈1051 erg, β ≈ 0.1-0.3 
(e.g., Cowperthwaite+ 2018), leading to peak in the afterglow at ~10 yrs 
(e.g., Alexander+ 2018) 

The kilonova afterglow

• The KN ejecta drives a shock through the external medium 
producing an afterglow (e.g., Nakar & Piran 2011) 

• Assume energy of KN ejecta has a power law dependance on          
3-velocity                                        (e.g., Hotokezaka+ 2018, Radice+ 2018) E(> ��) / (��)�↵



Modeling the kilonova ejecta

 Radice+(2018)

• Assume energy of KN ejecta has a power law dependance on          
3-velocity                                        (e.g., Hotokezaka+ 2018, Radice+ 2018) E(> ��) / (��)�↵



Inferences from the KN afterglow

• Slope of light curve can constrain ⍺ (larger ⍺ leads to a steeper rise)

• Peak flux and time can constrain the external density bulk velocity 
and energy of the outflow 

GRB 170817A afterglow (3 GHz)α=3
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 Kathirgamaraju+(2019)

E(> ��) / (��)�↵



X-ray view of the host galaxy Hajela+ 2019

Constraints on ISM density n < 0.01/cc



The latest afterglow data and constraints Hajela+ 2019



Summary

• Using 3D GRMHD simulations, we studied the emission from the jet 
of a post-merger system, without making any assumptions on the 
initial jet structure 

• The result is a structured jet, which can explain the properties of both 
the prompt and afterglow emission of GRB 170817A 

• Follow up observations of GW170817 may catch the emergence of 
the KN afterglow

• GW detections of NS mergers allow for unique probes of the 
structure of the outflowing gas  
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Breakdown of afterglow from structured jet


